The making of furniture was one of the first trades in which American colonial craftsmen achieved a marked degree of independence from their counterparts in the mother country. Aided by the availability of good woods-the native walnut, maple, and cherry, and the mahogany of Honduras and the West Indies-the manufacture of fine furniture flourished during the eighteenth century, especially in urban centers along the eastern seaboard. In general, American craftsmen followed English models and English fashions, but they often adapted these imported designs in their own way. Furthermore, through diversity in geography, economy, and cultural background, regional variations also appeared in the different centers of production.
prevalent than the simpler pad foot, and when found usually indicates a late date of manufacture. The profile of the English chair is often elaborated by the use of cabriole legs in the back as well as the front, whereas the American model, apparently conceived from a more strictly frontal point of view, usually has simple rear legs.
The "Age of Walnut" is an epithet frequently applied to the Queen Anne period because of the popularity of this wood in both the mother country and the Colonies. The use of mahogany, however, was not uncommon in England, at least after the 1720s, and later appeared here as well.
Maple, which had been employed here in the seventeenth century, continued to be used in some sections of New England, where, together with cherry, it was the usual alternative to walnut. Oak, the other principal furniture wood of the seventeenth century, declined in favor on both sides of the ocean.
Philadelphia was one of the most important centers of wealth and culture in America during the eighteenth century. That Quaker scruples against luxury in no way impeded a taste for so-phisticated design is evident in a fine mahogany chair (Figure i ) of the I740s. It is representative of the fully mature Queen Anne style in this city: the elimination of the straight line is almost complete. The splat and stiles of the back form a medley of subtly related curves. A horseshoeshaped "compass" seat has replaced the plain square seat common earlier, and in this case is further enriched by an undulation in its front rail. A precedent was set in Philadelphia in the elimination of stretchers, members bracing the legs, which tend to detract from the clean lines of the piece.
Other recognizably Philadelphia features of this chair are the typical chamfered "stump" rear legs, and the trifid or drake feet, which are restricted, in America, to the Philadelphia area. The crisply rendered scrolls and naturalistic scallop shells-always a popular motif in this citygive evidence of the skill of Philadelphia carvers, which was later to rise to even greater eminence.
The Philadelphia chair is sturdy but some- There was apparently a somewhat closer imitation of the original English models in New York than appears in examples from the other colonies. The ball-and-claw foot makes a comparatively early appearance in New York, rivaling the pointed and shod pad foot in popularity. The English practice of shaping the ends of the rear legs into pad feet, furthermore, is common in New York, although rare in the other colonies.
Newport, Rhode Island, the Quaker stronghold in the North, was a major center for the production of fine furniture, until the town's prosperity was ruined by the Revolution. Much Newport work is associated with two closely allied Quaker families, the Goddards and the Townsends. Though less responsive to fluctuations in fashion than their brethren in Philadelphia, they produced furniture of comparable quality and, at times, of greater originality. The mahogany chair in Figure 5 In London in I754 appeared the first edition of The Gentleman and Cabinet Maker's Director, by Thomas Chippendale. So immediate was its success that it was reprinted the following year and issued in an enlarged edition in 1762. Chippendale's work was, in England, the most influential in promulgating a new decorative style, which combined a return to somewhat more angular lines with an even greater delicacy of form and decoration. But Chippendale was not so much the originator as the popularizer of the style that bears his name: a number of other drawing books and catalogues were published within a decade or so, including those of Robert Manwaring, Thomas Johnson, and Ince and Mayhew, plus the standard trade guide of the period, The London Book of Prices and Designs of Cabinet Work.
The Director and its competitors soon made an appearance on this side of the ocean, and the years of fruition for the Chippendale style here were between the late I75os and the end of the Revolution. It should be noted that the introduction of a new style required acquiescence by the patron as well as boldness on the part of the maker. Ample evidence indicates that throughout the eighteenth century earlier fashions of furniture not only remained in use, but continued to be made. In America, in fact, the term "Chippendale" can by no means be restricted to designs derived directly from the English source books. The features distinguishing an American Chippendale chair from a Queen Anne include the piercing and carving of the splat, and the use of a square rather than rounded seat. Otherwise the transition was gradual, and without radical structural innovation. Although after the mid-I76os the straight leg came into more use, the cabriole leg and the ball-and-claw foot remained popular throughout the Chippendale era, even though thelatterwas supplanted in Chippendale's designs by the French scrolled foot. Colonial craftsmen also differed from the English in their preference for an angular rather than a rounded profile of the back. The crest rail is usually shaped in a double curve with protruding upturned "ears" at the ends. pad feet, a design in continued use in New York from the Queen Anne period. The thick crest rail terminating in broad ears is one of the specifically regional traits of this chair. So are the thickness of the frame, its rounded corners, and the gadroon molding along its bottom, although the latter is occasionally found on Philadelphia furniture as well. On the broad knees of the cabriole leg are carved acanthus leaves that fall between the abstract schematism of Massachusetts and the naturalism of Philadelphia. The claws for the foot-so useful a clue to origin-project outward at right angles to the leg, giving the foot an almost cubical appearance (Figure io) .
In more remote areas, where pattern books were unavailable, the provincial craftsman, relying on his ingenuity, often produced personalized and highly fanciful variations upon the Chippendale theme. From a chair (Figure 6 ) of a type often associated with the Dunlaps of Salisbury, New Hampshire, one can glean that New Englanders were not given to lolling in their seats. The angularity and rigidity of this chair also bespeak the regular occupation of its maker: the Dunlaps were known not as chairmakers but as cabinetmakers, whose reputation rested on their maple chests. The deep intaglio carving of the fan pattern, the S-scrolls in the splat, and the cyma curves of the apron are all motifs found on Dunlap chests.
While colonial craftsmen continued to work in the Chippendale style well past the third quarter of the century, European tastes were undergoing a major transformation, stimulated in part by such discoveries in the new field of archaeology as Pompeii and Herculaneum. Robert Adam, upon his return to England in I758 from four years' study in Italy, initiated a classicizing trend in England, which continued to grow in the following decades until its dominance was assured, in the eighties and nineties, with the publications of Hepplewhite and Sheraton.
Why the Colonies remained so long aloof from these developments is problematical. Perhaps it was because the Adam brothers were primarily architects, and their works did not include design books that might have been of assistance to colonial furniture makers. Perhaps the rift with England, expressed as early as the 1765 boycott of English goods in reprisal against the Stamp Act, contributed to the isolation of the American craftsman.
But The transition from Chippendale to Federal not only involved changes in decoration and proportion, but also innovations in structure. In chairs the back splat had formerly run all the way from the crest rail to the seat rail, but in both Hepplewhite and Sheraton designs it was suspended above the seat rail, so that the back was supported only by the stiles. The upholstered seat generally replaced the slip seat.
Federal chairs are often, and rather arbitrarily, defined as Hepplewhite or Sheraton simply on the basis of whether their backs are shaped in the curvilinear shield, oval, or hoop patterns associated with Hepplewhite, or in the more rectangular shapes predominating in Sheraton's early designs. American Sheraton furniture, furthermore, is often thought to be later than Hepplewhite. In actual fact, however, "round" and "square" backs can be found in the designs of both men, and American chairs of both patterns were produced at the same time.
In the last decade of the century there occurred a shift in regional production. Several prosperous localities-Baltimore and the Boston-Salem area in particular-attained their zenith in fine cabinetwork, and furniture of excellent quality continued to be made in Rhode Island, Connecticut, New Jersey, and New York. Philadelphia's long supremacy, however, began to wane in the nineties, with the loss through death and retirement of many of its greatest carvers. The delicate, profusely inlaid Sheraton chair in Figure 9 has been attributed to a member of the Seymour family in Boston, whose work is distinguished by just such refinement of form and wealth of contrasting inlay. The turned front legs, although typically Sheraton, also have a number of details associated with the Seymours, such as the three rings at the top, the delicate reeding, and the complex turning of the foot. The bosses carved on the corners of the frame and on the ends of the crest rail, and the quatrefoil rosettes on the posts of the back are also typical of Seymour work. The reeding of the seat rails is used not only by the Seymours but also by Duncan Phyfe in New York.
In the complex composition of its back, and in the noticeable bow curve of its stiles, the Seymour chair departs from those of the early Federal period. At about this time, the neoclassicism of both Europe and America became at once more severe and more eclectic, and this approach is apparent in Sheraton's later designs and in this example. With this chair we enter the nineteenth century.
The foregoing article is based on an exhibition that was arranged with the help of the staff of the American Wing. 
